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Plots And Tabulations Of Pressure And Altitude Differences








Delta Forward Compartment Pressure I
Delta Conic Section R/H Equip. Compt. 2
Absolute Pressure
Delta Landing Gear Compt. Abs. Press. 3
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Delta Retro-Compt. Abs. Pressure 5
Delta Adapter Equip. Compt. Abs. Press. 6
Delta Radar Cover Cavity Abs. Press. 7











Plots And Tabulations Of Time Differences
Delta Greenwich Mean Time
Delta Time In Ascent Mode
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Differences between the free stream ambient pressure and the telemetered
pressures were computedby subtracting the free stream ambient pressure
from the telemetered pressures. The telemetered pressures were smoothed
by using a three-point moving average prior to differencing. The free
stream ambient pressure profile was constructed by using measuredmeteor-
ological, radar, and IGS data. Free stream ambient pressure was inter-
polated, where needed, by using Aiken's four-poing interpolation tech-
nique. Thesedifferences were computedbelow 150Kfeet for ascent and
reentry.
Altitude differences were computedby subtracting the measuredaltitude
from the pressure-altitude below 65K feet for ascent and reentry. The
procedure for computing differences for KB02is as follows:
a. SmoothKB02by using a three-point moving average.
b. Convert KB02pressure reading to altitude by using the ARDC
1962 model atmosphere.
c. Convert the radar measuredaltitude to pressure by using the
measuredmeteorological data.
d. Convert the pressure from (c) to altitude by using the ARDC
1962 model atmosphere.
e. Computealtitude differences (a) - (c) for ascent and reentry
phase below 65K feet.
TIMER EVALUATION
The GM time and time in mode (DJ13, DM13) were compared with
the on-board elapsed time. The time differences were computed
as follows, every 2.A seconds:
Delta GMT = GMT -(AA02)
Delta time in ascent mode = DJ13 - AAO2
Delta time in reentry mode = DM13 -AA02
where:
AA02 = coarse time
GMT = AFETR D-5 time (time from lift-off)
DJ13 = time in ascent mode
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